
MSP Ransomware Response
Planning Checklist
12 Ways You Can Start Preparing Today

Get a basic IR plan documented/updated. Need inspiration? See these examples from the 
Incident Response Consortium and Microsoft.

1

Tabletop. Start small and don’t overthink it. Huddle up with your team and talk through 
how you would respond to a scenario. Realize that your plan needs work. Follow the 
subsequent steps below. 

2

Test restoring from backups at scale. Not a dozen backups. Hundreds. All at the same time.3

Get a sense of true recovery time. Without that you won’t be able to realistically give your 
clients the right expectations. 

4

Document triage priorities (both client-wide and client-specific). What is the bare 
minimum required to keep your clients’ businesses functioning? It may not be all systems 
and services. Shape your recovery plan around getting core, necessary business functions up 
and running first. Identify which businesses may need to be prioritized over others. 

5

Get your logging in order. Know how to retrieve or request access to relevant event and 
activity logs. Consider having a separate logging server to consolidate logs and keep them 
segmented.
a. Logging Cheat Sheets
b. Windows 10 logging checklist
c. TrustedSec Sysmon Community Guide

6

Talk to your insurance provider (ideally a cyber policy specialist). Understand what they 
expect from you and what they will provide or put in motion in the event of an incident (ex: 
deploying an approved IR provider to assist). Get crystal clear on what they’ll cover and what 
they won’t. 

7

Talk with your lawyer. Understand his or her role and what to expect. Get clarity around 
your potential liability risk and things you should do or avoid doing during an incident to 
reduce it. 

8

Create communication templates and have them vetted. Voicemail, email 
auto-responders, client updates, etc. Review them with your lawyer. 

9

Talk with your vendors. Document key contact info. Understand what their plan is in the 
event that they become compromised.  

10

Talk with your local peers. Come up with a plan for helping each other with surge capacity 
should that become necessary.

11

Return to top of list and repeat #1 and #2. 12

https://www.incidentresponse.org/playbooks/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/compass/incident-response-playbooks
https://www.malwarearchaeology.com/cheat-sheets
https://what2log.com/logs/windows10professional-userlogon/
https://www.trustedsec.com/tools/trustedsec-sysmon-community-guide/



